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Opening Ceremony*

Distinguished guests and colleagues:

Our century has been a period of very rapid progress in science
and technology. That progress, to a large extent, depended on the
discovery of Quantum Mechanics around 1925. Without Quantum
Mechanics, we would not have today's knowledge of atomic physics,
molecular structure, nuclear and subnuclear forces, semiconductors,
super-conductors, lasers, supercomputers—indeed, a very large part
of the twentieth century scientific civilization.

The RIKEN BNL Research Center is for the future. In order to
make the Center a success, we have to understand the dynamics of
scientific creativity and the best way to nurture it. We may recall
the role of the Niels Bohr Institute in the physics of the 1920's. At
that time, Bohr had already formulated his old quantization rule and
Einstein had completed his Theory of Relativity. A new generation
of physicists went through the Niels Bohr Institute, including
Heisenberg, Dirac, Fermi, Pauli, Nishina, Rabi and others. While Bohr
and Einstein were s t i l l active at that time, they did not create
Quantum Mechanics. Quantum Mechanics was created by this new
group of young physicists, mostly in their twenties.

In the 1930's and 1940's, there were new challenges in nuclear
forces and quantum electrodynamics. The heroic generation that
invented Quantum Mechanics was s t i l l very active. Yet these new
problems were solved by Yukawa and Tomonaga at RIKEN, Schwinger,
Lamb, Kusch at Columbia, and Feynman, Dyson at Cornell. Again,
almost all were in their twenties and thirties.

In the 1950's came the strange particles and their puzzling
behavior. Once more, the new physics was made by yet another
young generation of physicists: Gell-Mann, Nambu, Yang, myself and
others. Then, in the late 1960's and 70's, there remained the tasks
of completing the unification of the electromagnetic and the weak

*Given by T. D. Lee during the Inauguration Ceremony of the RIKEN
BNL Research Center on September 22, 1997.



interactions into a single force—the electroweak force—and the
formulating of strong forces in terms of quantum chromodynamics.
These tasks were undertaken by st i l l another generation of young
physicists, Weinberg, Glashow, Politzer, Wilczek, Gross, 't Hooft and
others.

The progress of physics depends on young scientists facing
new challenges. To create the new physics, there has to be the right
place at the right time for these young scientists. This pattern w i l l
not change. The nurturing of new generations of physicists and the
writing of new chapters in science are the missions of this Center.

What are the challenges in modern physics? Three of these
challenges are listed below:

Challenges in Physics

Symmetry in theory but violation by
experiment.

Half of the elementary particles are unfree. —(

Lack of precision QCD calculations.

Vacuum state is asymmetrical.
Vacuum is a condensate which confines j J

quarks and gluons.

I t was exactly forty years ago that parity nonconservation was
discovered. Since then, the basis of our theory has become more and
more symmetric. Yet, our experiments have discovered more and
more violations. This dichotomy--"symmetry in theory but violation
in experiment"- is one of the puzzles in modern physics.



To appreciate the second challenge, we note that all matter is
made of two kinds of elementary particles: Leptons and Quarks. Yet,
half of the elementary particles-the Quarks--are un-free. Why?

The current theoretical idea is to attribute the solutions of
both problems to the structure of the vacuum state. The vacuum
state is a state without matter. But i t has Lorentz-invariant
interactions. Therefore, i t is complex, but not an aether. I f the
vacuum is a medium, violating symmetries and acting like a
condensate (similar to the superconductor), then we should be able
to change the properties of our vacuum through physical means. This
is one of the main purposes of the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider
(RHIC) Project.

RHIC (100 GeV/nucleon)

before

physical
vacuum

Is Vacuum a Physical Medium?

T.D.L. and G.C. Wick, Phys.Rev. D9,2291 (1974).

< excited vacuum

(quark-antiquark
gluon plasma)



We now turn to the third challenge in physics: lack of precision
QCD calculations. The strong force that binds the nuclei and dictates
the motion of the subnuclear particles is described by Quantum
Chromodynamics (QCD). At- present, we lack precision QCD
calculations. Yet, precision is the backbone of physics. To overcome
this di f f iculty, we need new talents, new ideas and new powerful
supercomputers.

In the f i r s t year of the Center, we have ten new research
scientists. Five young ones w i th t w o - and five-year appointments,
and f ive senior ones as vis i t ing scientists. These ten w i l l work
together, and with BNL and RIKEN scientists.

Research Scientists
1997

Fellows: D. Kharzeev (Universitat Bielefeld)
D. Rischke (Duke University)

Postdocs: H. Fujii (Tokyo Metropolitan
University)

M. Wingate (University of Colorado)
Y. Yasui (Kyoto University)

Visiting Professors (full time):

R. D. Mawhinney (on leave from Columbia
University)

S. Ohta (on leave from KEK)

Visiting Professors:

M. Gyulassy (Columbia University)
R. Jaffe (M. I. T.)
E. Shuryak (SUNY, Stony Brook)



New talents will generate new ideas. To help these new ideas
to fruition, an effective means is to organize workshops.

1997-1998 Workshop Program

Subject

Open Standards for Cascade
Models for RHfC

Dates

June 23-27

Organizers

M. Gyulassy

Perturbative QCD as a Probe
of Hadron Structure

Hadron Helicity Flip
at RHIC Energies

Non-Equilibrium Many Body
Physics

July 14-25 R. Jaffe
G. Sterman

Jul. 28-Aug.29 L Trueman

Sept. 23-25

Quarks and G/uons in the Nucleon Nov. 28-29

Use of Teraflop Parallel
Processor

RHIC Spin Physics

End 1 997 /
Early 1998

Spring 1998

QCD Vacuum and Phase Transitions 1998

M. Creutz
M. Gyulassy

K. Yazaki

R. Mawhinney
S. Ohta

G. Bunce
M. Tannenbaum

E. Shuryak

The f i r s t three workshops have already taken place, and the fourth
one w i l l s ta r t tomorrow. Each workshop addresses a specific
physics problem and the participants consist of the Center
scientists and other leading experts from al l over the world. An
important: feature for the dissemination of the results of the
workshops i s to have rapid publication of the proceedings. Here, at
the Center, the proceedings are available within two weeks after the
workshops. Perhaps this sets a certain kind of world record. Three
of the proceedings are in your conference bags.



At the Center, there w i l l soon be a powerful parallel
processor, w i th a 0.6 Teraflop computer located at the Center I t
w i l l work in tandem wi th the 0.4 Teraflop at Columbia, giving the
full computational ability of 1.0 Teraflop.

Parallel Processor Supercomputer

(N. H. Christ, R. D. Mawhinney and S. Ohta)

RIKEN BNL Research Center
Columbia Theoretical Physics Group

Number of processors (daughterboards)

0.6 Teraflop
0.4 Teraflop
1.0 Teraflop

Number of motherboards
(each motherboard consists of 64 daughterboards)

20,480

320

Completion date December 1997

This w i l l be the world's most powerful supercomputer entirely
dedicated to the study of quantum chromodynamics. Each
daughterboard has the computational power of a workstat ion,
costing less than $100, and there are 64 daughterboards to a
motherboard. A module will be on view after the ceremony.



A new center has to be represented by a new symbol. The logo
on the cover of this proceedings was designed by me. It is partially
based on the ancient Chinese diagrams, Tai Chi and Ba Qua.

TAI CHI and BA GUA

Both Tai Chi and Ba Gua are based on duality, the Yin and the Yang,
and the long and short. I then incorporated into the logo the idea of
Lao Tse.

Lao Tse: Tao Te Ching
(about 550 B.C.)

'4 4- -
The Tao generates one, â- *
One generates two, ~ % ~
Two generates three, . »> .
Three generates *

ten thousand things. i- i



The result is the RIKEN BNL Research Center logo. The red sun
is the emblem of Japan, and the colors of the American flag are red,
whi te and blue. The red center in the new design represents unity,
the one. The blue and whi te denote the duality, which is the two.
Together, they form the t r in i t y , which is the three. From the three,
al l else follows. The concept and the aim of the Center are in
harmony with Lao Tse's philosophy.

In order to express my feeling for the new physics that w i l l be
discovered at RHIC, I wrote the following two lines a few years ago:

Nuclei as heavy as bulls
Through collision

Generate new states of matter.
T. D. Lee



I asked my friend, Li Keran, who was then the President of the
Academy of Chinese Painting, to put these words into painting. He
produced the remarkable masterpiece that you see on the poster.

This painting is a contrast of stat ics and dynamics. Li Keran was
able to freeze the enormous tension of the bulls into a single instant
of t ime. The very stat ic, yet tense, posture of the bulls forces the
viewer to anticipate the violence of the subsequent collision and the
change that has to follow. This is very much like what happens in a
relativisitc heavy ion collision. The collision time is only about
10'22 seconds, that is one-tenth of a bil l ionth of a t r i l l i on th of a
second. Yet, in that instant, ai l the 40 TeV energy w i l l be released,
and the vacuum w i l l be changed, which w i l l un-confine the quarks
and the gluons.



Monday, September 22,1997
Brookhaven National Laboratory

PROGRAM

10:00 AM Registration Desk Opens
(Physics Department Lounge)

u:oo AM INAUGURATION CEREMONY
(Physics Department Large Seminar Room)

Opening and Welcome
Dr. S. Ozaki, RHIC Project Head

Addresses by
Prof. Akito Arima, President of RIKEN
Mr. Seiji Kojima, Minister, Embassy of Japan
Dr. Peter Rosen, Associate Director for High Energy

and Nuclear Physics, Office of Energy Research
U.S. Department of Energy

Dr. George Rupp, President of Columbia University
Dr. Peter Bond, Interim Director

Brookhaven "National Laboratory
Prof. T.D. Lee, Columbia University

Director, RIKEN BNL Research Center

i2:oo Noon Tour of the RIKEN BNL Research Center Area
(2nd Floor, Physics Center Wing)

Hanging of the Center Name Plate

12:30 PM Luncheon
(Brookhaven Center)

2:oo PM Tour of RHIC Facility
(Collider Center Lobby)

Tunnel
STAR Hall
PHENIX Hall
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Preface to the Series

The RIKEN BNL Research Center was established this April at Brookhaven National Laboratory.
It is funded by the "Rikagaku Kenkysho" (Institute of Physical and Chemical Research) of Japan.
The Center is dedicated to the study of strong interactions, including hard QCD/spin physics, lattice
QCD and RHIC physics through nurturing of a new generation of young physicists.

For the first year, the Center will have only a Theory Group, with an Experimental Group to
be structured later. The Theory Group will consist of about 12-15 Postdocs and Fellows, and plans
to have an active Visiting Scientist program. A 0.6 terafiop parallel processor will be completed at
the Center by the end of this year. In addition, the Center organizes workshops centered on specific
problems in strong interactions.

Each workshop speaker is encouraged to select a few of the most important transparencies
from his or her presentation, accompanied by a page of explanation. This material is collected at
the end of the workshop by the organizer to form a proceedings, which can therefore be available
within a short time.

T.D. Lee
July 4, 1997



Introduction

This Riken BNL Research Center Symposium on Non-Equilibrium Many
Body Physics was held on September 23-25, 1997 as part of the official open-
ing ceremony of the Center at Brookhaven National Lab. A major objective
of theoretical work at the center is to elaborate on the full spectrum of strong
interaction physics based on QCD, including the physics of confinement and
chiral symmetry breaking, the parton structure of hadrons and nuclei, and
the phenomenology of ultra-relativistic nuclear collisions related to the up-
coming experiments at RHIC. The opportunities and challenges of nuclear
and particle physics in this area naturally involve aspects of the many body
problem common to many other fields. The aim of this symposium was to
find common theoretical threads in the area of non-equilibrium physics and
modern transport theories. The program consisted of invited talks on a vari-
ety topics from the fields of atomic, condensed matter, plasma,'astrophysics,
cosmology, and chemistry, in addition to nuclear and particle physics.

Gordon Baym discussed recent developments in Bose-Einstein condensa-
tion. Jean-Paul Blaizot discussed the magnetic infrared problems in QED
and QCD Plasmas showing the non-exponential decay of quasi-particles in
such systems. Fred Cooper discussed a quantum field theory approach to cal-
culating the spectrum of dileptons at RHIC from the nonequilibrium chiral
phase transition. Pavel Danielewicz reviewed the techniques of Nonequilib-
rium Quantum Kinetics. Klaus Kinder-Geiger presented a field theoretic
basis for the formulation of parton cascade dynamics. Gabor Kalman gave
an overview of the field of Strongly Coupled Coulomb Systems emphasizing
the importance of going beyond the RPA approximations including dynam-
ical correlations at strong coupling. Dmitri Kharzeev reviewed the status
of the j/psi suppression signature for deconfinement in nuclear collisions.
Kazuo Kitahara discussed the Nonequilibrium Thermodynamics of multi-
component hydrodynamic systems. Dimitri Kusnezov discussed a number
of Open Questions in Non-Equilibrium Physics. T. D. Lee, the director of
the center, discussed his new formulation of non-compact lattice theory to
remove artifacts of lattice QCD and provide ultimately a foundation for non-
equilibrium quantum dynamics calculations. Larry McLerran discussed the



general problem of separating classical field dynamics and parton kinetics
in gauge theories. Bernd Muller presented a proposal for such separation
and presented numerical results on the problem of color chaos in QCD. Yang
Pang discussed the problem of constructing Lorentz covariant transport theo-
ries. Rob Pisarski covered the topic of Non-Abelian Debye Screening and the
"Tsunami" Problem. Dirk Rischke discussed the Classical Yang-Mills field
dynamics in ultra-relativistic nuclear collisions. Ed Shuryak emphasized the
role of instanton or tunneling effects in the QCD phase transition and related
hadronic observables. Paul Terry discussed current problems in Turbulent
(classical E+M) Plasmas. Frank Wilczek presented a novel idea on how in-
stanton effects in QCD could lead to Color Superconductivity at high baryon
densities. His speculation that such phenomena may lead to strong parity
violation stirred considerable interest and discussion.

The very high quality of the talks by these speakers and the intense dis-
cussions during the symposium among the participants served well to launch
the theoretical work that will be pursued at the Riken BNL Research Center
in the coming years.

Miklos Gyulassy and Michael Creutz are particularly grateful to Yang
Pang for extensive help during the organization of this symposium, and none
of this would have been possible without the tireless work of symposium
secretaries Pam Esposito, Isabel Harrity, and Irene Tramm.

Thanks to Brookhaven National Laboratory and to the U.S. Department
of Energy for providing the facilities to hold this symposium.

M. Gyulassy

Co-Organizer



ELIMINATION OF SPURIOUS LATTICE FERMION SOLUTIONS

AND NONCOMPACT LATTICE QCD

T. D. Lee

It is well known that the Dirac equation on a discrete hyper-cubic lattice in D
dimension has 2D degenerate solutions. The usual method of removing these spurious
solutions encounters difficulties with chiral symmetry when the lattice spacing I ^ 0,
as exemplified by the persistent problem of the pion mass. On the other hand, we
recall that in any crystal in nature, all the electrons do move in a lattice and satisfy the
Dirac equation; yet there is not a single physical result that has ever been entangled
with a spurious fermion solution. Therefore it should not be difficult to eliminate these
unphysical elements.

On a discrete lattice, particles hop from point to point, whereas in a real crystal
the lattice structure is embedded in a continuum and electrons move continuously from
lattice cell to lattice cell. In a discrete system, the lattice functions are defined only
on individual points (or links, as in the case of gauge fields). However, in a crystal the
electron state vector is represented by the Bloch wave functions which are continuous
functions in r , and herein lies one of the essential differences.

In this new approach we shall keep the lattice spacing £ fixed and non-zero. The
field operator will be expanded in terms of a suitably chosen complete set of orthonormal
Bloch functions

where K denotes the Bloch wave number restricted to the Brillouin zone, and n
labels the different bands. Thus, e'^^f^K| f) has the periodicity of the lattice.
The lattice approximation is then derived by either restricting it to only one band (say,
n = 0) , or to a few appropriately defined low-lying bands. Since the inclusion of all
bands is the original continuum problem, there is a natural connection between the
lattice and the continuum in this method. By including the contributions due to more
and more bands, one can systematically arrive at the exact continuum solution from
the lattice approximation. There is a large degree of freedom in choosing the Bloch
functions, as the original continuum theory has no crystal structure. These extra degrees
of freedom are analogous to gauge fixing; the final answer to the continuum problem is
independent of the particular choice of Bloch functions.

F igure 1 . Difference between a discrete lattice and a crystal.
F igure 2. The zeroth-band Bloch function serves as a simple continuum interpolation
of discrete values.
F igure 3. Construction of higher-band Bloch functions.
F igure 4. Elimination of spurious lattice fermion solutions (R. Friedberg, T.D. Lee
and Y. Pang, J.Math.Phys. 35, 5600 (1994)).
F igure 5. Noncompact lattice QCD in the Coulomb Gauge (R. Friedberg, T.D. Lee,
Y. Pang and H.C. Ren, Phys.Rev. D52, 4058 (1995)).



discrete lattice crystal

Configu-
ration

only lattice sites,
no inside

-2 -1 1 2

Field

-2 0

Wave
number

-K <r K$ = 6

q(K)= EeiKxi

n

lattice sites embedded
within a continuum

•2jf

p(x

•J

n

0

K

J 2$
A 'W

X

^ / x)

n

same K = Bloch wave no.

e#fn(Klx)

Strategy 1. Oth band: simple continuum interpolations
of discrete values (lattice approximation)

2. n /0 bands: close to Fourier series (
:. lattice -> continuum, without 1 -» 0 .



Example: Spin 1/2 field \|/ in 1+1 dimension

,t)= EEq,n(t)fn(K|x)
n K

Oth band (n = 0) Bloch function fn(K | x)

A(x)

1 -

A(x) = I

Write

, | X | < /

M/(x,t)=
K

/L(2 +

| K ( | < n

¥(x,t)

fo(K|x)

Brillouin zone

Lattice locality:

I e-iKxif0(K|x)



Example: Spin 1/2 field y in 1+1 dimension ( c

x|/(x,t) = 2 Z qj
n(t) f n(K | x)

n K
Oth band (n = 0) Bloch function fn(K ) x)

Construction of a complete set
of orthonormal Bloch functions {f n(K | x)}

Let e
j P x

= K+

JKx
Write xp(x) = %n(x) = j~

f n(K | x) =
1+a,

a n = / f o ( K | x) * Xn(x) dx , for_all_n

n-o

•- A

K/ |< it

( K | x ) f m ( K ' | x ) d x = 8 n m 5 K K ,

V-



. f.

c ix in terms of band functions {f n(K | x)}

= IT;
10 I < n Brillouin zone

4- jifo(K|x)dx

3 sin 0
2 +cos e

nth band

« / /C (K |x ) 4- -|fn(K|x)dx

CO.

-1

-2

-3

/ p ,

cootinoum

P./

I h I > f

ssr 0 *<.

7*

C esra.x-.if

= ± /. oo /

-1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0
e/n



Fy.j

Noncompact Lattice QCD

0 t h band

superscript

K

- t, 2, ' ' , n2 - 7 color fodex

1. Bloch wave function FjRjT+7) = e '*•*FjK\7)

ft within the Brillouin zone

2. lattice locality = 0

if Ir-Tjj > vt, v « O(1)

3. continuum gauge condition

Coulomb gauge V- A (7, t) = 0

should hold at ail continuum T, t
within each band (0 t n , or any other band)

p

&(*•)



ON THE NONEQUILIBRIUM THERMODYNAMICS

Kazuo KITAHARA

Toiyo Institute of Technology

In collaboration with
Dr. Kunimasa MIYAZAKI National Institute of Matereals Engineering

Prof. Dick BEDEAUX Leiden University

What is Thermodynamics?

Thermodynamics is the discipline of phenomenology.

The description of nature on the macroscopic level.

The bases of thermodynamics:

• Conservation Law

Energy Conservation ( The First Law )

Momentum Conservation, Mass Conservation

• Irreversibility

The entorpy production( The Second Law )

• Extensivity

Entropy is proportional to the size of the system.

Gibbs-Duhem Relation

Independent of microscopic details.
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Impor tance of General Framework of Thermodynamics

Thermodynamics gives guiding principles for microscopic formulations
of non-equilibrium statistical mechanics.

Levels of Description of Macroscopic Systems:

• Hydro dynamical Level
Themodynamics, Hydrodymanics, Diffusion Equation, Chemical Ki-
netics
Description of macroscopic variables;
Irreversibility is postulated.

• Kinetic Level
Boltzmann equation, Master equation, Vlasov equation
Fluctuations are described in terms of probability distributions.
Irreversibility is postulated.

• Microscopic Level
Liouville equation.
Equivalent to mechanics of the total systems.
Irreversibility is not postulated? b«*4" n^csults frw»\ ttuc MUOAVV*.
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Thus it is important to formulate all hydrodynamic equations in terms

of "entropy". Then we can discuss fluctuations.

The hydrodynamics involves flow of matters. Therefore, we have to
include flow variables in "entropy". However, in traditional thermody-
namics, "entropy" is a function of internal energy, volume and mass, but
not of flow variables.

The aims of this report are:

1. To show how to include flow variables of multi-component fluids in

entrop}'

We examine the concept of internal energy and show that total en-

ergy rather than internal energy is more appropriate as independent

variable.

2. To derive hydrodynamics for each component of mixture

Navier-stokes equation for one-component fluid is well established but

that for multi-component fluid is not well established. We use the

Ansatz of "symplectic" structure in the reversible part of hydrody-

namics to derive the "Navier-Stokes equation" for mixture.

3. To show the modification of Onsager reciprocity relation in the pres-
ence of mass flow

4. Rederivation of Fluctuation-Dissipation theorem for mixture.



New Gibbs Relation using Gibbs Duhem relation

We combine the to ta l energy expression

v
n IWJ.1

1 * 1

and Gibbs-Duhem relation

Ts = u + Pv-
J b = l

ft=l

12

Then, we arrive automatically at the new Gibbs relation

d{ps) =-d(pe)
T

total energy density

momentum density

^^ IT? J T

=• —/ ,"Zr diffusion flow density

!v l2
m a s s d e n s i t y

Note Jjt = /?iWjt (Diffusion mass flow). J3 J^ = 0 by definition
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Extensive Variables, Intensive-Parameters, Therniodynaniic*Eor.ces

d(Ps) =

a,j density of an extensive variable

j intensive parameter

extensive
variables

energy

momentum

of barycentric

flow

momentum

of daffiisionai

flow £•=/, •-*-/

mass

density
variables

pe

Pk

intensive
parameters

1
T

V

~T

Wk-Wn

T

i / |V|2 |w,py
T\k 2 2 )

thermo dynamic

forces

V ( —)

T
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Entropy Production

The hydrodynamic equations for the density variables should be written
as

Ol j j

where M^ is antisymmetric and L{j is a positive definite matrix.

Then we have
at

The Onsager's coefficients L^ correspond to irreversible processes.
M{j describe reversible porcesses and may be nonlinear functions of a,.
The antisymmetricity gives the clue to derive the unknown hydrody-

namic equations for the multi-component fluids.

Continuum System

Since we deal with field variables, the hydrodynamic equation is integro-

differential equation.

3r' EMrWrOWr 1 ) + / d'v1 E Ltj(v, v')F^

where we introduced the notation

Then we have



Recent Devlopments in Bose-Einstein Condensation

Gabor KALMAN

Boston College

15
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STRONGLY COUPLED COULOMB
SYSTEMS

Ion traps (3D) One single charge
component in an inert

Electrons on the surface of neutralizing back-
liquid He (2D) ground

Storage rings (ID)

Electron
Gas

\

Metals (3D)

Semiconductor quantum
wells (2D)

Quantum wires (ID)

Quantum dots (OD)

Dense
electron-

ion
plasma

. Inertial fusion

• Gas discharges

Exploding wires

Heavy particles in a
polarizable back-
ground

Liquid
Metals

Meso-
scopic

plasmas

Dusty plasmas

— Charged colloids
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Binary
mixtures

Electron-
hole

plasmas

Positive
and

negative
ions with
repulsive

core

Logarith-
mic

plasmas

^^ Planetary interiors

^•^ White dwarfs <^g

— Semiconductors

Electrolytes ^ ^
/

^Molten salts

/Vortices

•V
Computer

2 different ions in a
neutralizing back-
ground

Strongly correlated
positive and negative
charges

Solution of the 2D
Poisson equation
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STANDARD RESPONSE FUNCTIONS
(OF THE "FIRST KIND"):

(p)(

nr

¥ 1 YJ ^^L

linear response function

perturbation

(2)

\ quadratic response function

Standard FDT (linear):

Xl
S(kco)

Quadratic FDT:

~ <P(DP(2) p(3)>(0) k2 co2)

three point dynamical
structure factor

(G. Kalman and X.Y. Gu, 1987., K.S. Golden, G.
Kalman and M. Silevitch, 1972)
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RESPONSE FUNCTIONS
OF THE "SECOND KIND":

linear response function

perturbation

\
quadratic response function

FDT of the "second kind": (X.Y. Gu, G. Kalman, Z.C.
Tao, 1992):

H1 ~ <p(l)p(2)p(3)>(0)

<p(l)p(2)p(3)p(4)> (0)

N.B.: Xi Xi

(G. Kalman and X.Y. Gu, 1987., K.S. Golden, G.
Kalman and M. Silevitch, 1972)
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DYNAMICAL MEAN FIELD THEORY

A DMFT can be based on the quadratic response and the
quadratic Fluctuation Dissipation Theorem. Again, a self-
consistent non-perturbative Mean Field Theory is obtained
for e(kco).

8 =

F(12) - Velocity averaged <F(12)>

Approximation
ofF(12)

T
Quadratic

Fluctuation
Theorem

Approximation

(K.S. Golden and G. Kalman, 1989)

The DMFT provides a dynamical e(kco), satisfies the High
Frequency Sum Rules and gives a much better description
of collective modes.
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Quasi Localized Charge Approximation

For strong coupling the particles are localized on a "short"

time scale in local potential fluctuations.

Correlations determine the average position of the particles.

Their motion can be described in terms of the almost

canonical collective cooridinates

and JtR

A: species index

A —

1/2
rk-x A

A A

a is the displacement and Ki a is the associated
momentum.
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Main Equations:

Equation of Motion for the collective coordinate

where C;j(k) is the dynamical matrix in layer-space;

ij{k) = n/m<p}j{k)k2

The correlational effects are represented through the D-functions:

where (pjj(k) and gij(k) ai"e the Fourier transforms of the interaction potential and
the pair correlation function respectively. The latter are supplied by HNC.

The dispersion relations reads

where SL = 0 <-> L modes and Sx = °o <-> T modes



Recent Devlopments in Bose-Einstein Condensation

Gordon BAYM

University of Illinois/Urbana-Champaign
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Nonabelian Debye screening
and the "tsunami" problem

Robert D. PISARSKI

Department of Physics
Brookhaven National Laboratory

Upton, NY 11973

The phenomenon of Debye screening is familiar from electrolytes and many other sys-
tems. Recently, it has been recognized that in nonabelian gauge theories at high tempera-
ture, even perturbatively Debye screening is much more complicated than in nonrelativistic
systems. This was originally derived as "hard thermal loops".

Hard thermal loops have been derived perturbatively, by a semiclassical truncation of the
Schwinger-Dyson equations, and by classical kinetic theory. In this talk I give a pedagogical
derivation, following that of Kelly, Liu, Lucchesi, and Manuel.

The derivation is valid not just for a thermal distribution, but (modulo certain obvious
restrictions) for an arbitrary initial distribution of particles. Consider, for example, the
"tsunami" problem: suppose that one starts, at time t = 0, with a spatially homogenous,
infinite wall of particles, all moving with the same velocity at the speed of light.

At short times, a perturbative analysis can be used. A scalar tsunami exhibits screening;
that is, the high density of particles acts to restore the symmetry. A gluon tsunami is shown
to screen transverse modes, but no collective mode; that is, there is no tsunami plasmon.

The behavior of the evoluation of a gluonic tsunami at long times cannot be studied
perturbatively because the energy density is proportional to the inverse of the coupling.
This can be studied in an O(N) theory in the limit as N —> oo. The initial distribution was
a smeared, spherically symmetric tsunami, with momenta peaked about a nonzero value. If
the theory is originally in a spontaneously broken phase, and the tsunami density is so high
that the symmetry is restored, then initially there is spinoidal instability, as in a DCC. In
momentum space, the tsunami shell quickly collapses to one peaked about zero momentum;
at infinite time all particles pile up at zero momentum.

This talk Is based on unpublished work with D. Boyanovsky, H. J. de Vega, R. Holman,
S. P. Kumar to appear soon.
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NON-ABELIAN FIELD DYNAMICS IN THE EARLY STAGE OF
ULTRARELATIVISTIC NUCLEAR COLLISIONS

DIRK H. RISCHKE
RIKEN-BNL Research Center, Physics Dept., Brookhaven National Laboratory

Upton, NY 11973, U.S.A.
E-mail: drischke@ntl.phys.columbia.edu

In [1] it was argued that the gluon field of a large, ultrarelativistic nucleus can be
considered as a classical field for small values of the longitudinal momentum fraction
x and on transverse momentum scales AQC D <C k\ <C /J2, where ft2 is the transverse
area density of color charges. The authors of [2] estimated JJL ~ 0.4 GeV for collisions
of Au-nuclei at RHIC energies. Based on this argument, the gluon field produced
in a collision of two ultrarelativistic nuclei is computed perturbatively by solving the
classical Yang-Mills equations order by order in the strong coupling constant g [3]. It
is shown that to first order in g, the spectrum of produced gluons is identical to that
obtained in a perturbative quantum calculation of gluon Bremsstrahlung [4]. It is also
identical with that of a coherent quantum state generated by independent collisions
between the (ckissical) color charges in the two nuclei [5]. The perturbative solution is
unstable under perturbations [6]. The instabilities arise from the non-Abelian terms
in the equations of motion for the gluon field [7], which enter only at higher order
in the perturbative solution scheme [3]. The decay rate of the perturbative solution
is shown to be of order /x. Since the non-Abelian terms describe the self-interaction
of the produced gluon field, and since such interactions lead to thermalization, the
decay rate provides an estimate for the thermalization time scale of classical color
fields in ultrarelativistic nuclear collisions. For Au-nuclei, this time scale is therefore
of order 0.5 fm/c, in agreement with results for the kinetic thermalization time scale
[8].

[1] L. McLerran and R. Venugopalan, Phys. Rev. D49 (1994) 2233, 3352, D50 (1994) 2225.
[2] M. Gyulassy and L. McLerran, nucl-th/9704034.
[3] A. Kovner, L. McLerran, and H. Weigert, Phys. Rev. D 52 (1995) 3809, 6231;

Yu.V. Kovchegov and D.H. Rischke, hep-ph/9704201, Phys. Rev. C (in press).
[4] J.F. Gunion and G. Bertsch, Phys. Rev. D 25 (1982) 746.
[5] S.G. Matinyan, B. Muller, and D.H. Rischke, nucl-th/9705024, Phys. Rev. C (in press).
[6] S.G. Matinyan, B. Muller, and D.H. Rischke, preprint no. DU-TH-150, submitted to

Phys. Rev. C.
[7] C. Gong, S.G. Matinyan, B. Muller, and A. Trayanov, Phys. Rev. D 49 (1994) R607;

C.R. Hu, S.G. Matinyan, B. Muller, and D. Sweet, Phys. Rev. D 53 (1996) 3823.
[8] E.V. Shuryak, Phys. Rev. Lett. 68 (1992) 3270.
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COLOR SUPERCONDUCTIVITY
Frank WILCZEK

Institute for Advanced Study
School of Natural Sciences

Princeton, NJ 08540

The asymptotic freedom of QCD suggests that at high density — where one forms a
Fermi surface at very high momenta — weak coupling methods apply. These methods suggest
that chiral symmetry is restored and that an instability toward color triplet condensation
(color superconductivity) sets in. Here I attempt, using variational methods, to estimate
these effects more precisely. Highlights include demonstration of a negative pressure in
the uniform density chiral broken phase for any non-zero condensation, which we take as
evidence for the philosophy of the MIT bag model; and demonstration that the color gap is
substantial — several tens of MeV — even at modest densities. Since the superconductivity
is in a pesudoscalar channel, parity is spontaneously broken.

This talk is based on unpublished work with M. Alford and K. Rajagopal, to appear
soon.
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Colored Chaos

Berndt MULLER

Introduction

- Ergodicity and Chaos

Classical Yang-Mills Theory

- Hamiltonian Dynamics

- Metric Properties

- Lyapunov Exponents

- KS Entropy

Hard Thermal Loops

- Dynamical Realization

- Lattice Formulation

- Numerical Results

R. C. G

Cq.
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Classical Yang Mills Dynamics

Larry McLERRAN

University of Minnesota
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UNUSUAL DILEPTONS AT RHIC
A FIELD THEORETIC APPROACH

BASED ON
A NON-EQUILIBRIUM CHIRAL

PHASE TRANSITION

FRED COOPER

LOS ALAMOS NATIONAL LABS

Talk at RIKEN-BNL Workshop
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OUTLINE:

(0) REVIEW TWO PICTURES FOR DISCUSSING NON-EQUILIBRIUM
PROCESSES: (A) SCHRODINGER PICTURE-TIME DEPENDENT
VARIATIONAL APPROACH

(B) HEISENBERG PICTURE- CLOSED TIME PATH PATH INTE-
GRA L-f LARGE N

(1) DISCUSS MODEL OF THE NON-EQUILIBRIUM CHIRAL PHASE
TRANSITION- 0(4) LINEAR SIGMA MODEL IN A MEAN FIELD
(LARGE N). APPROXIMATION

(2) NATURAL QUENCHING (COOLING) DUE TO THE EXPAN-
SION OF THE LORENTZ CONTRACTED ENERGY DENSITY INTO
THE VACUUM- (BOOST INVARIANT KINEMATICS)

(3) THIS COOLING ALLOWS ONE TO START IN THE CHIRALLY
SYMMETRIC PHASE AND END IN THE CHIRAL SYMMETRY BRO-
KEN PHASE
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(4) WE SEE THE GROWTH OF UNSTABLE MODES WHEN THE
ORDER PARAMETER (EFFECTIVE MASS) GOES NEGATIVE DUR-
ING THE EVOLUTION

(5) WE SEE A LOW MOMENTUM DISTORTION IN THE SINGLE
PARTICLE DISTRIBUTION OF SECONDARIES

>} WE RECONSTRUCT TYPICAL CLASSICAL CONFIGURA-
TIONS BY SAMPLING THE QUANTUM DENSITY MATRIX AND
SEE DOMAINS

(7) WE SHOW HOW TO CALCULATE THE DILEPTONS SPEC-
TRUM FROM THIS TIME EVOLVING PLASMA USING SCHWINGER'S
CLOSED TIME PATH FORMALISM AND LSZ REDUCTION METH-
ODS
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Covariant Transport Theory

Yang Pang
Department of Physics, Columbia University, New York, NY 10027

and

Department of Physics, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY 11973

pangQrhic.phys.Columbia.edu

Many phenomenological models for relativistic heavy ion collisions share a common frame-
work - the relativistic Boltzmann equations (Figure 1). Within this framework, a nucleus-
nucleus collision is described by the evolution of phase-space distributions of several species
of particles. The equations can be effectively solved with the cascade algorithm (Figure 2)
by sampling each phase-space distribution with points, i.e. ^-functions, and by treating the
interaction terms as collisions of these points. In between collisions, each point travels on a
straight line trajectory.

In most implementations of the cascade algorithm, each physical particle, e.g. a hadron
or a quark, is often represented by one point. Thus, the cross-section for a collision of two
points is just the cross-section of the physical particles, which can be quite large compared
to the local density of the system. For an ultra-relativistic nucleus-nucleus collision, this
could lead to a large violation of the Lorentz invariance (Figure 3). By using the invariance
property of the Boltzmann equation under a scale transformation (Figure 4), a Lorentz
invariant cascade algorithm can be obtained.

The General Cascade Program - GCP - is a tool for solving the relativistic Boltzmann
equation with any number of particle species and very general interactions with the cascade
algorithm (Figure 5).

Anonymous FTP server for GCP: rhic.phys.columbia.edu
Web server for GCP: http:/ /rhic.phys.columbia.edu/gcp.

References:

[1] Yang Pang, High Baryon Density from Relativistic Heavy Ion Collisions, in Proceedings
of CCAST Symposium/Workshop on Particle Physics at Fermi Scale, Beijing, May
1993, Edited by Y. Pang, J. Qiu, and Z. Qiu, (Gordon Breach, New York, 1993), p451.

[2] Yang Pang, General Cascade Program, in Proceedings of RHIC'96, CU-TP-815 (1997).

[3] Miklos Gyulassy, Open Standard for Cascade Models for RHIC, Proceedings of RIKEN
BNL Research Center Workshop, Volume 1.
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Relativistic Boltzmann Equation

n

TT

n m

m

Probability Distribution:

S-Matrix:

r m <fir>
l

2

c\, C2, • • •, cm | 5 | &i, 6 2 , "-,bn >
n m

'=1
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Cascade

1. Initial condition

(x - £; (t

2. Straight line trajectories

Si (t) = Si (0) + v{ t

3. Collision at closest approach

d< &*°i

4. Outgoing channel selection
partial cross-sections:

elastic, inelastic (productions of pion, strange,...)

5. Momentum distribution

/ d (phase — space) j-A

Repeat steps 2-5
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Violation of llorentz Invariance in
Cascade Algorithm

i

cm. frame global frame

Collision performed in local frame
Time ordering done in global frame

Simultaneity
in cm.

Simultaneity
in global frame

Violation of causality
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Lorentz Invariance

Boltzmann probability function
N

Decompose each particle into a large number
A of partons

N-+XN W-*AW with A -> oo

cross-section a -^ cr/A, so that

mean free path £ ~ (Wa)"1 fixed"1

collision distance d = yJv/K -^ l / \ /A -> 0

Cascade Model -? Relativistic Boltzmann
Equation
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General Cascade Program (GCP)

Code Model

One universal code for many different
cascade models
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:o THE PARTON CASCADE MODEL
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STATE

beam
fragmentation

region

SCALE: A2

central region

beam '•
fragmentation

region
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I -p

parton-cluster

k

parton-branching

parton-cluster duster-hadron

0

duster-hadron hadron-decay

0
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Momentum distributions _L ^ l
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p+p (b=0) at s1/2=200 GeV

r = 0.1 fm T = 0.4 f m

Au+Au (b=0) at A GeV

T = 0.2 fm 2 .4 frn
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Recent Developments in Plasma Turbulence
and Turbulent Transport

P.W. Terry1

Department of Physics
University of Wisconsin-Madison

Madison, WI

Localized nonlinear structures occur under a variety of circumstances in turbu-
lent, magnetically confined plasmas, arising in both kinetic and fluid descriptions,
i.e., in either wave-particle or three-wave coupling interactions. These structures are
non wavelike. They cannot be incorporated in the collective wave response, but in-
teract with collective modes through their shielding by the plasma dielectric. These
structures are predicted to modify turbulence-driven transport in a way that is con-
sistent with, or in some cases are confirmed by recent experimental observations. In
kinetic theory, non wavelike structures are localized perturbations of phase space den-
sity. There are two types of structures. Holes are self-trapped, while clumps have a
self-potential that is too weak to resist deformation and mixing by ambient poten-
tial fluctuations. Clumps remain correlated in turbulence if their spatial extent is
smaller than the correlation length of the scattering fields. In magnetic turbulence,
clumps travel along stochastic magnetic fields, shielded by the plasma dielectric. A
drag on the clump macro-particle is exerted by the shielding, inducing emission into
the collective response. The emission in turn damps back on the particle distribu-
tion via Landau damping. The exchange of energy between clumps and particles, as
mediated by the collective mode, imposes constraints on transport. For a turbulent
spectrum whose mean wavenumber along the equilibrium magnetic field is nonzero,
the electron thermal flux is proportional to the ion thermal velocity. Conventional
predictions (which account only for collective modes) are larger by the square root of
the ion to electron mass ratio. Recent measurements are consistent with the smaller
flux. In fluid plasmas, localized coherent structures can occur as intense vortices.
These structures lesist mixing because the strongly sheared flow in their periphery
enhances the deccrrelation of the ambient eddies that accomplish mixing. There is a
threshold in vortex amplitude for the enhanced decorrelation that is exceeded when
the straining rate of eddies due to the vortex shear is greater than the straining rate
due to turbulent interactions. It is also possible to produce flow shear in plasmas
as part of a phase transitions to new dynamic equilibria with different balances be-
tween mean forces in the turbulent plasma. In regions of flow shear, fluctuations and
transport are observed to be reduced6 in accordance with theory. The creation and
manipulation of flow shear induced transport barriers has led to plasma discharges in
which fluxes have been reduced to the levels of collisional transport.

1E-MAIL: pwterr>@facstaff.wisc.edu
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Theory of aimbipolar constraint in heat transport

Consider self-consistent interaction of collective

response (in Qne, B r) and
ballistic (non-collective) particle motion

1) Self-consistency => momentum, energy
conservation in wave particle interaction

Electron following B must exchange
energy, momentum with field

2) Clumps: electrons move along B in bunches

• Neighboring particles follow nearly aligned
fields => track each other
=> particles within ± correlation length move as

macroparticle ; Wô  linear

• Moving macroparticle shielded by plasma
dielectric

Macroparticle emits into collective mode
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Transport is generated by turbulent particle-
particle collisions

Two step Clumps emit into waves,
process: waves damp on particle distribution

(irreversibility)

Clumps: Emission vertex resonant
(ballistic motion =» G) =

Collisionless plasma: damping vertex resonant

=> Particle-wave-particle scattering is elastic
Behaves as a classical particle-particle collision

e-e : • no convective loss (like-particles)
• contributes only if VT ^ 0

e-i: • unlike particles => transport occurs
• naturally appears in electon transport
theory
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Heat flux has non-ambipolar and ambipolar
constrained components

( e " e ) —

non-ambipolar constrained ambipolar constrained

= E Dk ^2 exp(-u2/ve2)
k,oo

velocity along Bo)

E Dk ^2 exp(-u2/ve2) (u = 0)/k(( = phase
k,oo

"i =

where D k =

and u = O)/kn « ve, Vi is assumed

(e e)
DyT - Electron conductive loss

D VT Vn ~ I ° n conductive, convective losses
V i , V II
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Spectrum sum over bk2 determines whether
electron or ion terms dominate

1) If bk2 has very large wavelength along Bo

(Bo-k = 0)

»
4 A*,, - • K

No ambipolar constraint on heat transport

2) If bk2 has small wavelength along Bo ^
(Bo-k = 0)

Vi

Transport is manifestly ambipolar constrained

Q - viD
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MST edge: Distant modes govern transport

• Cross power spectrum:
Qe * 0 forD<20KHz

• V vs. n
1)< 20 KHz for m= 1, n =5-8
Rational surface deep in core, ku large

• kii ~ 0 modes in edge
v « 100 KHz
m = l , It = 50-80 => negligible contribution

(b'2/Bo2 « k-5/2) to transport

Theory yields Qe^vi
• co —> rotation => u $
• Dvn » DVT

Qe
• Convective
• Ambipolar constrained

Consistent with experiment
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Conclusions

• MST - Magnetic fluctuation induced heat
flux in edge is convective and
ambipolar constrained (VT ^ 0)

Clumps of parallel streaming electrons

Consequence of nonlinear scattering

Ambipolar constraints introduced
through shielding by ions and
electrons

Qe~ VIDRR Dominant modes remotely
situated

Qi ~ veDRR Dominant modes locally
resonant

Qualitative agreement of theory with
experiment

Flux
C core
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Quasiparticle Lifetimes and
Infrared Physics in QED and QCD Plasmas

Jean-Paul BLAIZOT1

Service de Physique Theorique
CEA-Saclay

91191 Gif-sur-Yvette Cedex
France

The perturbative calculation of the lifetime of fermion excitations in a QED
plasma at high temperature is plagued with infrared divergences which are not elim-
inated by the screening corrections. The physical processes responsible for these
divergences are the collisions involving the exchange of longwavelength, quasistatic,
magnetic photons, which are not screened by plasma effects. The leading divergences
can be resummed in a non-perturbative treatement based on a generalization of the
Bloch-Nordsieck model at finite temperature. The resulting expression of the fermion
propagator is free of infrared problems, and exhibits a non-exponential damping at
large times: Sji(t) ~ exp{—aTt lna>pi}, where wp = eT/3 is the plasma frequency
and a = e2/4x.

1 E-MAIL: b] aizotOspht .saclay.cea.fr
151
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Open Problems in Non-Equilibrium Physics

Dimitri KUSNEZOV

Yale University

169
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Open Problems in
Non-Equilibrium Physics

The current understanding of non-equilibrium
physics is largely limited to expansions around
equilibrium. From the statistical mechanics point
of view we would like to know how to approach
genera! non-equilibrium physics.

For instance, we can ask the following:

O What can we say about dynamical systems
when we are far from equilibrium?

D Can we .define a. non-equilibrium ensemble
and use that to compute properties of the

D What role does the chaotic nature of the
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Outline:

I. Approaches to Non-Equilibrium Statistlca

II. Classical and Quantum Processes in Chaotic
Environments;

III. Classical Fields in Non-Equilibrium
Situations: Real time dynamics at finite
temperature;

IV. Phase Transitions in Non-Equilibrium
conditions;

V. Conclusions
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Non-Equilibrium distributions

s there a measure for non-equilibrium systems?

O We consider a dynamical evolution: (St, A,
Birkhoff proved (430s) the closest thing to what
Boltzmann wanted:

fA = / F(x)dfj,

O More recently we have the SUB theorem

certain types of dynamical evolution, we a
relate time averages to a measure:

11 dt!9{Stx) = / g dfj,/ j dfj,

|i is called the SRB measure.

measure when you are In 'equilibrium9, and
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We now find that the measures that are
determined in the NESS are fractalL and
of measure xero m the full dynamical
space.
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Real time quantum dynamics
with temperature: (DK,Buigac>DoDang...)

It is possible to develop a real time, finite
temperature theory using chaos.

Start with a Hamiltonian and identify the
few important degrees of freedom. If the
remaining terms are chaotic, then the
interactions can be described by a suitably
designed random matrix theory. The influence
functional can be analytically computed.

We can be prove that:

ik Quantniti Vhaotir Interactions lead to
irme rhersnodviiamie behavior in-only a

• singular limit; • ' -

ik The exiiiiiinaficiii of the second cumulant
alone is not sufficient to conclude that the
dynamics w therml

A real mm. ifesity matrix can evolve to a
a-

ibstationary sfal^ described by iioii-tiierm
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III. Fields Theory in Non-Equilibrium
Environments

There are many approaches that one can take
to developing a finite temperature formalism:

•• Influence functionals - integrate out hard
modes (Son fgauge theory], Mutter, Greiner /(jr ],...)

• Thermo-field dynamics (Umezawa,...); Local
equilibrium (Zubarev...);

• Fokker-Planck equations (Gyulassy,...)

•
And so forth. The main distinction is how the
thermal fluctuations are introduced. However
these are not well suited for general situations,
such as temperature or pressure gradients
which are large.

It is worth examining what might happen to

eouii]
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IV, Non-Equilibrium Phase Transitions

Using such techniques, we are exploring what
happens to phase boundaries in the NESS.

For example, by placing a phase transition
in thermal boundary conditions, we can explore
the steady states phase boundary determined
by the local temperature T(x).

It is simple to extend the formalism to SU(N)
to treat gauge theories (DK 693).

One can add dynamic cooling, such as the
simulation of thermal expansion:

= Thotfl/(t + t0)

One can then ask how the hot regions cool and
what happens to the phase boundaries. Do
pockets develop, or is it rapid evaporation?
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V. Conclusions

The only thing we really know about transport
is the weak field limit. For general features of
non-equilibrium problems, we are guided by
simple models and simulations. From these we
find:

Phase space distributions can become fractal;

There can be large departures from Green-Kubo
predictions;

Non-equilibrium steady states have many
unusual properties which do not arise as simple
extensions of equilibrium ideas; an entirely
new approach seems needed;

We have applied these ideas to classical and
quantum systems - but now we need to extend
these to field theory.
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In the non-equilibrium steady state, it seem?
that entropy is not defined, even in the weak
field limit Its value diverges. Is there a
consistent definition we can use here?

Does any of this survive in the continuum limit?
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Nonequilibrium Quantum

Kinetics

P. Danielewicz

MSU-NSCL

—> Nuclear Reactions at Intermediate and High
Energies
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INTRODUCTION

< Many degrees of freedom in high-energy reactions,
, with the multitude of stages, generally force one
(- to use a limited description for the reactions,
' primarily relying on the single-particle quantities
'- in the time representation.

Staple of intermediate-energy heavy-ion
-? reaction-simulations: the Boltzmann

equation (BE); currently extended to the
simulations of high-energy reactions, particularly
their late stages.

Phenomenological BE utilizes phase-space
distribution / , mean-fields, collision rates
modified by statistics.

No mean-field and statistics —> cascade

t Concerns about validity . . .

Real-time theory: evolution of physical quantities
in a quantum many-body system.

Complex even at a 1-ptcle level.
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t = 0

t = 0.5 fn/c

t = 1 fm/c

t = 2 fa/c

fta/c

t = 6 f n/c

t = 8 fm/c

Ct*c«l
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Processes with 3 quasiparticles:

+ pN -

xd(ed + eN - ep - en - eN) fp fn f'N (1 - fN)

4
4
4

and
daNd-ynpN

Data for deuteron breakup may be used to
describe production!

A = 3 cluster production . . .
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PHASE-SPACE RETARDED PROPAGATOR

•. sin (2J{Ax • qf - Ax2q2)
, g) = - 0(Ax) 6(Ax2) V J

ft - q)2 - Ax2q2

propagates through displacement Ax with momentum q

=> causality

6(Ax2) => in light-cone

sin(...)/(...) => damped oscillation

if particle on-shell, favors classical trajectory

if off-shell, favors classical trajectory w/ off-shell velocity

Qo

oo
•c-
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CONCLUSIONS

k • l-ptcle quantum nonequilibrium well
understood at a qualitative level

• physical quantities in terms of retarded
amgUtudes: clear interpretation, explicit
causality, venu for phenomenology

4 • only few nontrival nonequilibrium quantal
calculations actually carried out up to now

* • limitations of semiclassical kinetic theory
exhibited

• in many practical applications the
semiclassical theory compares well with data

/ • possible evidence for memory effects in
' reactions below 200 MeV/nucleon

, • extensions of the semiclassical theory:
backward scattering, composite particle
production

I • extreme high-energy: relativity + QM;
* Feynman diagrams in phase space
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The QCD Phase Transitions:
from mechanism to observables

E.V. Shuryak, Stony Brook/MIT

• Finite T transition: the II molecules

• Finite fi (density) transition: diquarks (Cooper pairs, IIII...
polymers

• ^ • — • — • * - " •

• The "softest point" of EOS as a source of discontinuous be-
haviour as a function of collision energy/centrality

• Flow and EOS

• Summary

Two bottom-lines: l.Chiral symmetry is restored when instan-
tons re-group from the random to clustered liquid
2.Lattice-type EOS with strong first order transition is compati-
ble with the AGS/SPS flow data/and lead to long-lived state in
between J .
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QCD with Nc = 2
7 7 7

• The exact opposite to the large Nc limit: <•'<* #**

• Baryons are not much heavier than mesons, but are degen-
erate with them due to Pauli-Gursey symmetry (PGSY)

• Unlike SUSY djfferent number of baryons and mesons

• In particular, the lowest baryons (or diquark) should be bound
as strongly as the lowest meson, the massless pions. £Vf M

The general pattern of symmetry breaking is SU(2Nj) —>•
Sp(2Nf) (Peskin) and the number of Goldstone modes is (Smilga-
Verbaarschot)

NgoLdstones - 2Nj - Nf - 1

Let us mention two cases specifically. For Nf = 1 there is no
goldstones*. For the most interesting case IN/ = 2] the coset
(ratio) of full group over remaining one is

K = SU(4)/Sp{4) = SO(6)/SO(5) = 55
(1)

which means the 5-dim sphere with 5 massless modes: three
of those are pions, plus scalar diquark S and its anti-particle
s I

• Rotations on the 5-dim sphere along Goldstone directions
cost no energy, and by doing so in the direction of the scalar
diquark one naturally obtains states with the diquark density
from zero to TIQ. What is very important, the scalar diquark
acquire the role of former sigma meson, and therefore it be-
comes massive.

/ %AJT ~\-£.(i * ̂ e c a ^ ^ a t due to V(l) anomaly, even the corresponding meson, eta', is massive. The diquark similar
V.TI • * to what we need cannot even exist doe to Pa«fi principle.
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^ 700 Mel/

0.50 1.00
density per baiyon [1/fm**3]
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~) extra push

Radial Velocity Distribution at Freeze-out
ou!213.dat. 160AGeVPb+H>

0.0

FIG- 21. Transverse velocity distribution over the various freeze-out surfaces for
Pb+Pb collision

160A GeV•I

A4 A6S

Radial Velocity Distribution at Freeze-out
out210.dat. 11.6AGeVAm-Au

1.0

0.0

Ron
Kaon

-tNudeon
- « — T , = 0.14 GeV

0.8 1.0

FIG. 22. Transverse velocity distribution over the various freeze-out surfaces forjll.6A GeV]
+Au collfeionAu+Au collision



Conclusions

• Chiral symmetry is restored when instantons re-group from
the random to clustered liquid. In all cases clusters are lo-
calized in space and de-localized in Euclidean time

• At finite T the transition happens when the "Matsubara box"
is of the size of the / / molecule

' ' • At high density there appear "polymers", representing di-
quarks (or Cooper pairs). Analogy to Nc = 2 QCD may be
instructive: light scalar diquark may Bose-condense rather
early. Superconductivity at large density is inevitable.

• Lattice-type EOS with strong first order transition has the
"softest point" at which p/e is very small. That leads to long-
lived fireball at particular collision energy/impact parameter

192

• The observed discontinuous behavior ofjJ/ip suppression/roughly
corresponds to the softest point.

• Lattice-type EOS with strong first ord^r transition is com-
patible with the AGS/SPS radial flow data, provided correct
freeze-out condition is imposed
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Noncompact Lattice QCD

0 t h band

superscript

An(Ki) = 2ui
11

K

t) F^K / 7)

- t,2, '', n2 ~i caiar index

1. Bloch wave function F^KjT+7) = e

K within the Brillouin zone

2. lattice locality Ze-^-riF(K\T) = 0
K

if -Tjj > vi , v = O(1)

3. continuum gauge condition

Coulomb gauge V-A(?,t) - 0

should hold at all continuum 7, t
within each band . (0 * n , or any other band)

F

(»)--£
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< Px > vs. Rapidity 202

Proton and Pion Flow at top 10% centrality
,-0.15

o

a.v

0.05
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-0.15-^
-1

•

, , , , i

roton
mon+uinconected)
ion- (uncorrected)

0

en

g
3

2 3 4
y (Rapidity)

• Nucleons carry the flow.

• Charged pions show opposite flow behavior (Coulomb?).

• Flow peaks at < px >=100-120 MeV/c just below beam rapidity.

QM9S-Heklelberg Thomas K. Hemmick-STJNY Stony Brook ESTT Collaboration
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THE PARTON CASCADE MODEL
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General Cascade Program (GCP)

Code 7*= Model

One universal code for many different
cascade models

: a: ~J
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RIKEN BNL Research Center workshop on
Open Standard for Cascade Models for RHIC

(organized by M. Gyulassy)

r
One serious problem facing almost all cas-
cade models

Code = Model

is necessary to establish certain stan-
dards on the accessibility of the source code
arxl documentations, the ability to perform
standardized tests, and a system of version
control.

The Open Standard Codes and Routines
(OSCAR) has been established to address
tfoe

http://rhic.p*»ys. columbo.edu/rhic/
http //rfirc phys.columbia edu/oscar/
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dc/dT=-l initial conditions
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mean field approximation
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RIKEN BNL RESEARCH CENTER

SYMPOSIUM ON

NON-EQUILIBRIUM MANY BODY PHYSICS
SEPTEMBER 23 - 25,1997

PHYSICS DEPARTMENT - LARGE SEMINAR ROOM

AGENDA

Tuesday Morning. September 23

[Chair - Robert Jaffe]

09:00 -- 09:55 T.D. Lee (Columbia University/RIKEN BNL Research Center)

Opening Remarks and Non-Compact Lattice

10:30 -- 11:25 Kazuo Kitahara (Tokyo Institute of Technology)

Non-Equilibrium Thermodynamics

11:30 -- 12:25 Gabor J. Kalman (Boston College)

Strongly Coupled Coulomb Systems

Tuesday Afternoon. September 23

[Chair - Tetsuo Matsui]

01:30 — 02:25 Gordon A. Baym (University of Ulinois/Urbana-Campaign)

Recent Developments in Bose-Einstein Condensation

02:30 -- 0 3:25 Rob Pisarski (Brookhaven National Laboratory)

Non-Abelian Debye Screening and the "Tsunami Wave" Problem

[Chair - John Harris]

04:00 -- 04:55 Dmitri Kharzeev (RIKEN BNL Research Center)

The Charm of Nuclear Physics

05:00 -- 05:55 Dirk Rischke (RIKEN BNL Research Center)

Instabilities and Inhomogeneities in the Early Stage of Ultrarelativistic Heavy-ion Collisions
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RIKEN BNL RESEARCH CENTER

SYMPOSIUM ON

NON-EQUILIBRIUM MANY BODY PHYSICS
SEPTEMBER 23 - 25,1997

PHYSICS DEPARTMENT - LARGE SEMINAR ROOM

AGENDA, CONTINUED

Wednesday Morning. September 24

[Chair - Michael Creutz]

09:00 -- 09:55 Frank Wilczek (Institute for Advanced Study/Princeton University)

Color Superconductivity

10:30 -- 11:25 Berndt Mfiller (Duke University)

Color Chaos

Wednesday Afternoon. September 24

[Chair - Bill ZajcJ

01:45 — 02:40 Larry D. McLerran (University of Minnesota)

Classical Yang Mills Dynamics

02:45 — 03:40 Fred Cooper (Los Alamos National Laboratory)

Dileptons at RHIC from the Non-Equilibrium Chiral Phase Transition: A Quantum Field Theory Approach

[Chair - Anthony Baltz]

04:00 — 04:55 Yang Pang (Columbia University/Brookhaven National Laboratory)

Covariant Transport Theories

05:00 - 05:55 Klaus Kinder-Geiger (Brookhaven National Laboratory)

QCD Parton Cascade Dynamics at RHIC
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RIKEN BNL RESEARCH CENTER

SYMPOSIUM ON
NON-EQUILIBRIUM MANY BODY PHYSICS

SEPTEMBER 23 - 25,1997

PHYSICS DEPARTMENT - LARGE SEMINAR ROOM

AGENDA, CONTINUED

Thursday Morning. September 25

[Chair - Miklos Gyulassy]

09:00 -- 09:55 Paul W. Terry (University of Wisconsin)

Turbulent Plasmas

10:30 - 11:25 Jean-Paul Blaizot (CEA Saclay)

Quasiparticles and Infrared Physics in QED and QCD Plasmas

Thursday Afternoon. September 25

[Chair - Gerry Brown]

01:30 - 02:25 Dimitri Kusnezov (Yale University)

Open Questions in Non-Equilibrium Physics

02:30 -- 03:25 Pawel D. Danielewicz (Michigan State University)

Non-Equilibrium Quantum Kinetics

03:30 - 04:25 Edward Shuryak (SUNY/Stony Brook)

The QCD Phase Transitions: from Mechanism to Observables

04:30 - 05:00 Closing Remarks - Miklos Gyulassy
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